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    New Generation Self-Adapting RO Systems - KissRO
Nerex was inspired by the KISS Principle when we designed 

the KissRO: KISS is an acronym for “Keep It Simple System” or “Keep 
It Simple Stupid” a design principle noted by the U.S. Navy in 1960.  
The  KISS principle states that most systems work best if they are 
kept simple rather than made complicated therefore, simplicity 
should be a key design goal and unnecessary complexity should be 
avoided.  Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/siki/KISS_principle

KissRO is simple to select, simple to install and simple to 
service.  Operator errors have been eliminated by the reliable Nerex 
“Smart Flow” design which consistently produces water of the 
desired flow and quality with no operator adjustments, maximizing 
life of the membranes.

KissRO is equipped with the highest quality key components 
on the market such as Grundfos pumps, Schneider automation and 
CSM membranes.  

KissRO also includes convenient features not normally found 
with other systems such as a permeate level float switch to turn the 
KissRO system on/off with tank level,  and integral electrical 
terminals for easy addition of chemical injection pumps.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/siki/KISS_principle


Advantages:   
- Designed for simple and reliable operation of reverse osmosis 

and nanofiltration membranes  

- Automatic self-adjustment according to inlet water pressure, 
temperature and TDS 

- Consistent Permeate flow and Recovery rate throughout the 
lifetime of the membranes 

- Easy precalculation of permeate hardness and salinity (even for 
nanofiltration)

- Contains only necessary components for high reliability

- Compact size and weight 

- Terminals for connecting dosing pump

- Electrical enclosure - Water spray  protection

KissRO140-**                                                                                        KissRO240-**  
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                      Conventional RO vs KissRO
Conventional RO KissRO

Adjustment

Requires the operator to know how to adjust and balance valves 
according to water temperature, quality RO design parameters. 
The RO must be monitored daily and adjustments made on a 
regular basis to maintain proper flow balance and quality.  If the 
system is not carefully monitored the membranes will become 
fouled and require frequent replacement.

No operator adjustments are required. KissRO systems include 
Nerex “Smart Flow” technology for concentrate flow and 
permeate back pressure to automatically maintain consistent 
flows.  

Permeate flow

Most conventional RO systems are over-rated for permeate 
capacity and operated at 300 l/h or higher per 4” membrane.  
Membranes will foul if too much water is forced through them 
causing significant reduction in membrane life.

Nerex conservative design flow of 240 l/h for each 4” 
membrane provides a stable performance over time and 
decreases potential for fouling. 
The permeate back pressure is automatically increased if it 
necessary to maintain a stable productivity.

Possible errors

Due to the number of possible errors an operator can make in 
adjusting valves on a conventional RO system, it is nearly 
impossible to determine the actual reason for a system failure. 

If problems occur it is easy to rule-out operator adjustments as 
one of the potential errors.  With Nerex “Smart Flow” 
technology the focus goes directly to potential new feed water 
quality issues that need addressing. 

Antiscalant 
vs

 Softening

For the above reasons, the membrane life in the systems with 
antiscalant dosing is significantly less than if we use a softener 
as pretreatment.

Membrane lives are almost the same.
Moreover, for nanofiltration, dosing of the antiscalant is 
preferable, since the permeate TDS will be less.
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  KissRO140-**             Standard Components                     KissRO240-**

● Powder coated steel frame
● IP65 Electrical enclosure 
● 5 micron sediment prefilter 
● Inlet solenoid valve 
● Grundfos high pressure pump 
● FRP pressure vessels rated at 300 psi
● High quality CSM brand membrane elements:
● Concentrate water flow regulator 

(technology “Smart Flow”)
● Permeate back pressure regulator 

(technology “Smart Flow”)
● Permeate panel mounted rotameter
● Glycerin-filled postfilter and pump pressure gauges
● John Guest tubing
● Low pressure switch
● Permeate tank level switch with 5m cable to 

KissRO
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Flow diagram  
KissRO140-**
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Flow diagram  
KissRO240-**
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KissRO140-**                                                                                            KissRO240-**

4 Models are Available in Stock 

 

● KissRO140-BLF - 240 l/h
4” RO membrane CSM RE4040-BLF (Qty. 1) 

● KissRO240-BLF - 480 l/h
4” RO membrane CSM RE4040-BLF (Qty. 2) 

● KissRO140-NE90 - 240 l/h
4” NF membrane CSM NE4040-90 (Qty. 1) 

● KissRO240-NE90 - 480 l/h
4” NF membrane CSM NE4040-90 (Qty. 2) 
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http://www.csmfilter.com/upload/csm/swe/10.%20RE4040-BLF_190313_PMK.pdf
http://www.csmfilter.com/upload/csm/swe/10.%20RE4040-BLF_190313_PMK.pdf
http://www.csmfilter.com/upload/csm/swe/3-2.%20NE4040-90_200311_LHK_ver%201.0.pdf
http://www.csmfilter.com/upload/csm/swe/3-2.%20NE4040-90_200311_LHK_ver%201.0.pdf


Dimensions:
Each system is packed in a separate 
carton box -  
300х400х1300mm (0,156 m3)

1 europallet contains 8 systems - 
1200x800x1450mm (1,392 m3)

Gross Weight 
Without Membranes: 
KissRO140 - 38,0 kg (net  35,5 kg)
KissRO240 - 44,0 kg (net  41,5 kg)

1 europallet with KissRO140 - 320 kg
1 europallet with KissRO240 - 358 kg
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Inlet Water Quality Limitation*

*All other parameters as per potable water Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November 1998 on the quality of water 
intended for human consumption
** With chlorides above 500 mg/l, corrosion of the pump is possible

Water quality parameter KissRO*40-BLF KissRO*40-NE90

Temperature, ℃ 5-30 5-30

TDS (ppm) 250-1500 1500-4000

Total Hardness (mEq/L) ≤ 0,5 (≤ 20 with antiscalant) ≤ 0,5 (≤ 40 with antiscalant)

SDI ≤ 3 ≤ 3

Turbidity, NTU ≤ 1 ≤ 1

Total organic carbon (ppm) ≤ 4,0 ≤ 4,0

Iron (mg/l) ≤ 0,2 ≤ 0,2

Manganese (mg/l) ≤0,05 ≤0,05

Aluminium (mg/l) ≤ 0,1 ≤ 0,1

Silica (mg/l) ≤ 10 ≤ 10

Chloride (mg/l) ≤ 500** ≤ 500**

Chlorine + oxidation agent (mg/l) ≤ 0,1 ≤ 0,1
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinking_Water_Directive_1998
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinking_Water_Directive_1998


Systems Operation Parameters
Parameters KissRO140 KissRO240-

Recovery rate (permeate/feed 
water),%

67%* 73%*

Permeate flow limitation, 
l/hour 240* 480*

Constant concentrate flow, 
l/hour

120 180 

Constant recycle flow, l/hour 1300 1200

Maximum feed water demand, 
l/h

360 660

Inlet pressure, bar 1,5-4,5 1,5-4,5

Working pressure in 
membrane vessel, bar

7-10 7-10

Additional pressure to feed 
pressure, bar

+5,7 +5,6
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*See p.10-11 to determine the actual permeate flow and recovery rate in your conditions



How to Calculate Permeate Hardness and 
Salinity (TDS) for KissRO ?

1. For RO systems ending with BLF:
Permeate TDS (15℃) = inlet water TDS * 5%
Permeate TDS (25℃)  = inlet water TDS * 7%

2. For NF systems ending with NE90:
Permeate hardness (15℃) = inlet water hardness * 4%
Permeate hardness (25℃)  = inlet water hardness * 6%

Permeate TDS (15℃) = inlet water TDS * 10% (15% for softened water)
Permeate TDS (25℃) = inlet water TDS * 13% (20% for softened water)

In calculation you can use any units - ppm, mg/l or meq/l.
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Permeate Productivity for KissRO*40-BLF
productivity graph for permeate flow depending on inlet water pressure, TDS and temperature 
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Permeate Productivity for KissRO*40-NE90
productivity graph for permeate flow depending on inlet water pressure, TDS and temperature 
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“Smart Flow” Regulators Graphs
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Documentation

PID:
KissRO140 - KissRO140-S_PID.pdf 
KissRO240 - KissRO240-S_PID.pdf 

Drawings:
KissRO140 - Drawings KissRO140-S.pdf 
KissRO240 - Drawings KissRO240-S.pdf 

Electrical schemes:
Appearance, layout and wiring diagram_ukr
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D71cWHwA1FmBIQw5mrRtfNzQNZGCK4xV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6Pc7Hcieo_IzUa19-tvyUUpdotYgxef/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G5SVWNKp46vs7WZC_g8vfcpxi0UyJ0k_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G6CV1alFBxJHF25jBIS5Rlr916j2MEge/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10lydwe0QnzA_rW1dkSPiy5_2cnhm2RsE/view?usp=sharing


For Inquiries Please contact:

Artem Shyra, CEO 
mob. +380 50 624 1202
Viber, WhatsApp, Telegram: +380 50 624 1202 
Skype: shira_artem
E-mail: artem.shyra@nerex.ua
https://www.linkedin.com/in/artem-shyra-27020666/  

PE "NEREX"
8 Naberezhno-Lugova str, Kyiv 04071, Ukraine 
http://nerex.ua/en 
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